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Introduction

Weston Jerwood Fellows Conference March 2019

Executive Coaching

This document contains some information on my

approach and key times when coaching may work for you, your staff or
your clients. It also has some track record and testimonials for my
coaching clients but also some brief information and credentials for
facilitation and strategic away day work – which will often include some
coaching of senior executives.
Strategic Away Day services are a speciality as I have led strategic
retreats for Boards and staff teams over the past 15 years. I will
facilitate, usually day or half-day events to build consensus around vision,
strategy and resource allocation. This can include some coaching of the
Chair and Chief Executive to clarify aims and translate vision into action.

These are just basic credentials and information. Every
requirement is different, so please feel free to call me with your
specific queries on 07740 945442. Before we start any coaching
relationship we will meet in person or on the phone to ensure that
there is a good fit and that we can work together. There is no
charge for this meeting.
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Coaching
Working with individuals to harness their strengths and become
effective leaders in their creative business. Coaching executives
to talk about their business and vision to stakeholders, customers
and employees in ways that they can hear.
My tailored, one-on-one service will allow you to achieve powerful,
measurable and ongoing results in the areas of your business and
personal life that you have identified. You will develop the skills and
motivation to successfully negotiate change and improve your
performance in the areas you have chosen.
Seven Times that a Coach can really make a difference


When you are the newly promoted or appointed CEO of your organisation.



When you are heading up some form of change or growth programme



When it’s time to move on



When you don’t seem to get what you want from your team



When you have a big speech, presentation or pitch



When you or your team need a deeper network of valued business
relationships to grow your business.



When your business relies on creative, technical or other talent.
What you will gain from working with me
Depending on the focus of our work benefits include:



the ability to plan and achieve strategic objectives



increased levels of efficiency, productivity and profitability



greater and more effective leadership abilities



valuable new creative problem-solving skills



the confidence, tools and ambition to tackle new business and personal
challenges



the power to resolve long-standing issues that are limiting your growth
potential
Confidentiality is a given – and if you want to seek references before you
appoint me I’d be happy to provide you with some names and numbers of
previous clients who would be willing to talk freely and frankly about their
experiences of working with me.
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My approach
Working with me as coach, coachees are empowered to take real and
measurable positive action that will make a difference. Working together
we will facilitate this shift through confidential listening, insight, specified
exercises and some prep work which all aid reflection. I will hold you to
account and measure – and celebrate – progress.
Tailored, flexible and cost-effective
All coaching and mentoring options are tailored to your individual wants
and needs and I can quickly identify the optimum approach for you.
You can choose from a flexible set of cost-effective options, designed to
suit your objectives and your budget. You may just require a one-off
“kick-start” session, for example. Or you may be interested a longer,
more profound transformation. My quote will be based on what we agree.

Testimonials and Previous clients
“Helga is an extremely skilful coach, using her personal experience to enable
and empower participants to really grasp the potential of the experience, and in
doing so their own potential. Her tone, wisdom and manner are so well suited to
training creatives.”
“Focus, clarity, direction and challenge. I love the anticipation of each coaching
session. Coaching has given me the time and space away from the day to day
and the opportunity to gain a completely fresh perspective”.
Coaching Client, Digital Agency Business Owner
“Knowing that I have a team who are entirely on board with my vision for
the company means I can trust them to get on with the tasks at hand, whilst I
concentrate on running the company.”
Ruth Pipkin, Managing Director, Rewired PR

Evidently some clients wish to retain their confidentiality, and previous
coaching clients include executives from the following organisations:
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Event design and facilitation
To give you a sense o the type of clients I work with - I have also
delivered a variety of events for a variety of clients including:

“Helga is a national treasure, a great moderator, really responsive and
engaged”
Participant – workshop the SPACE
“The energy, knowledge, insight and impact that Helga brings to a room is
truly wonder to behold.”
Noel Dunne – Creative Alliance
“I am delighted with the results of the session organized by Helga. She took the
initial brief, which was scant on detail and went on to devise something that was
creative and engaging, but also strategically meaningful to EY.”
Sara Fowler, (then) Managing Partner,
EY (Midlands)
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Board Away Days
I run strategy days for boards and staff to ensure that the huge
investment of time and resource involved is rewarded by achieving the
aims that you set out for them. Clients from across the UK include:

I think it was the best strategic discussion we’ve had as a board in my
time on it and this was achieved in significant part by the role you played, in
planning the agenda and in facilitating us through it with skill, energy and good
humour.
Stephen Warrington - Thames Festival Trust Board member
(former Partner at McKinsey consultants)

You facilitated very well, timing was excellent, involved everyone and gave
excellent examples and cases. Given the short notice you stepped into the
brief very well.
Atul Shah – Acting Chair, Firstsite, Colchester

It was a brilliant day’s thinking and conversing… It’s not often that you get to
enjoy the thing you’ve set up and you totally made this possible.
Sally Shaw – Director, Firstsite, Colchester
What Helga did that most other consultants wouldn’t have, was actually work
out what the real problems were, rather than try to tackle what we had told
her were the problems…
Mike Layward – Director, DASH
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Helga Henry – biography
Helga Henry is a coach and consultant in
the cultural sector with clients including
Coventry City of Culture, Fierce Festival,
the Royal Albert Hall and Jerwood Arts.
Until March 2018 she was Director of
Organisational Development at
Birmingham Hippodrome, leading on the
organisation’s culture (especially its
staff, board and volunteers) together
with thought leadership that contributed
to the cultural sector.
Host of TEDx Brum in 2012 and 2013

Immediately prior to this role in the Senior Team of the Hippodrome she
was Head Coach at Creative Shift – a wholly owned subsidiary of the
theatre, which brought business skills to creatives and creativity to
business. Her experience includes advising a range of national arts
organisations and a secondment at St Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn.
A former Clore fellow (2008-2010 NESTA supported fellow for
Entrepreneurial Organisations), she now develops talented staff and
creative leaders, most recently in partnership with Lara Ratnaraja on the
ASTONish programme and also on the highly acclaimed RE:Present
programme – Transforming the Diversity of Cultural Leadership (both
funded by Birmingham City Council and Arts Council England).
With her friend and consultant colleague Dr Andrew Bass, she is the coauthor of “Networkability – Building your business one
relationship at a time”, published in November 2016.

Contact details
1/18 John Ruskin Street, LONDON, SE5 0NE
123 Coldbath Road, BIRMINGHAM, B13 0AE
helga@helgahenry.com
07740 945442
Helga Henry Ltd
August 2019
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